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A = .………………………

destruction of the temple in 70 A.D.

From before A to B = ..…

the Great Tribulation = a period of great tribulation for God’s people (the Jews [and believers]), danger and
death due to war, tragedy, famine, economic failure, and persecution. [This period is described symbolically
by the first five seals in the vision of the seven-sealed scroll.]

B = .………………………

the end of the present time = the GREAT AND TERRIBLE DAY OF THE LORD = the day of the Wrath of
God AND the second coming of Jesus AND the transformation into immortal beings of all (living or dead,
Jew or Gentile) who, at that time, are “in Christ” AND the battle of Armageddon, wherein the whole army
coming up against Israel is destroyed AND the destruction of every Jew who is not “in Christ” and who is not
“sealed” with the seal of God (the day of judgment against God’s own people, the Jews). [This complex event
is described symbolically by the sixth seal in the vision of the seven-sealed scroll.]

From B to C = .………….

the Millennium = the reign of Jesus over surviving, righteous Israel (the Jews who had been “sealed” by God
before B) as well as his reign over the whole world = a long span of time when peace is imposed on the whole
earth = the time when those who were immortalized at B (Jew and Gentile) reign with Jesus over the world
AND a time when Satan’s influence is completely eliminated from the earth.

C = .………………………

the battle of “Gog and Magog” = the destruction of all who take up arms against Jesus AND the destruction of
Satan.

D = .………………………

the resurrection of all those who did not repent and turn to God during their lifetime AND the final judgment
and final condemnation of all the ungodly who rejected God’s mercy in Jesus.

E = .………………………

the punishment of the unforgiven, ungodly according to the judgment against them which is according to the
deeds they had done (?)

F = .………………………

the final destruction of all evil and every unrepentant human being AND the creation of a new heavens and a
new earth.

Beyond F into eternity =

the Eternal Age in a new heaven and new earth.

